Parking Advisory

To ensure a smooth flow of traffic, maximize parking capacity, and maintain a safe environment in the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (SEA) parking garage, please follow these guidelines:

• **Park vehicles in the designated parking area on the 1st floor of the parking garage.** If the first floor is at capacity, space is available on all other general parking floors.

• **Only park in a numbered stall.** Avoid parking in areas that are marked as "No Parking" zones, fire lanes, or areas obstructing access to emergency exits, driveways, and walkways. Avoid parking in a turnaround area, this will cause disruptions to the traffic flow and create potential safety hazards. These zones are critical for emergency response and should always remain clear.

• **Only vehicles with ADA permits should utilize designated spaces.** It is vital to respect and preserve parking spaces designated for individuals with disabilities. These spaces are intended to provide accessibility and convenience to those who require them.

• **Vehicles parked illegally will be towed.**

Contact Landside Operations at (206) 787-4069 with any questions. We appreciate your understanding and cooperation in complying with these parking guidelines.